We discuss a new approach to strong coupling expansion and dual representations for non-abelian lattice gauge theories. The Wilson gauge action is decomposed into a sum over "abelian color cycles" (ACC), which are loops around plaquettes visiting different colors at the corners. ACCs are complex numbers and thus commute such that a dual representation of a non-abelian theory can be obtained as in the abelian case. We apply the ACC approach to SU(2) and SU(3) lattice gauge theory and exactly rewrite the two partition sums in a strong coupling series where all gauge integrals are known in closed form. 34th annual International Symposium on Lattice Field Theory
Introduction
Exactly rewriting lattice field theories in terms of new, so-called "dual variables" is a strategy that has been developed and used in recent years to overcome complex action problems for lattice field theories at finite density. The Boltzmann factor is decomposed into local factors which are then expanded, such that subsequently the original degrees of freedom can be integrated out in closed form. The partition function turns into a sum over configurations of the expansion indices which constitute the dual variables. For several models it was found that this strategy leads to a representation of the partition function with only real and positive weights, such that a Monte Carlo simulation in terms of the dual variables solves the complex action problem.
However, mapping lattice field theories to a dual representation is interesting beyond a possible application for finite density simulations. The dual variables have to obey constraints which give rise to an interesting geometrical interpretation of the dual variables: The gauge field degrees of freedom are described by surfaces that can either be closed surfaces or are bounded by loops that represent the matter fields (see, e.g., the reviews [1, 2, 3] ). The structure of the constraints and thus the geometrical structure of the dual degrees of freedom is of course determined by the symmetries of the theory in the conventional representation. While for U(1) gauge fields the geometrical structure is simple and well understood (see, e.g., [4] ), for non-abelian gauge theories no clear picture has emerged yet (for different non-abelian dualization strategies see the references in [5] ).
In this contribution we discuss a new approach for the dualization of non-abelian lattice gauge theories, where the traces in the Wilson plaquette action are decomposed into color sums over colored loops around plaquettes, so-called Abelian color cycles (ACC). The ACCs commute such that the same dualization strategy as in the U(1) case can be applied. We present the ACC approach for the gauge groups SU(2) and SU(3) and discuss the corresponding constraints.
ACC dualization for SU(2) lattice gauge theory
The Wilson action for SU(2) lattice gauge theory reads:
where U x,µ ∈ SU(2), living on the links of a 4-dimensional lattice, are the dynamical degrees of freedom of the theory. We decompose the action into a sum over ACCs, by explicitly writing the color sums for trace and the matrix products,
The ACCs are the products U ab x,µ U bc x+μ,ν U dc x+ν,µ U ad x,ν of the matrix elements of the four link elements and are labelled by 4 color indices a, b, c and d. Since each color index has 2 possible values we have 2 4 = 16 different ACCs, which are complex numbers and therefore commute with each other.
It is convenient to introduce a geometrical representation for the link elements as arrows on a 4-dimensional lattice with 2 layers representing the two possible values of the color indices. More specifically, the element U ab x,µ is represented by an arrow connecting the layer a at site x to the layer b at x +μ. Complex conjugation corresponds to reversing the arrow. With this convention the ACCs U ab x,µ U bc x+μ,ν U dc x+ν,µ U ad x,ν correspond to paths in color space closing around plaquettes. In Fig. 1 we show all 16 cycles that are generated when varying the color labels a, b, c, d.
Using the ACCs we can now rewrite the partition sum as follows:
In the first line we rewrite the exponential of the action, which is a sum over plaquettes and over color indices, into a product over plaquettes and color indices, such that we obtain individual expontentials for all ACCs. In the second step we expand each of these exponentials in a Taylor series, introducing individual expansion coefficients p abcd x,µν ∈ N 0 for each ACC, which we refer to as cycle occupation numbers. Finally, in the last line we reorganize the factors and introduce the sum over all configurations of cycle occupation numbers,
After reordering the factors of link elements it is convenient to introduce the exponents for U ab x,µ and U ab x,µ as N ab x,µ = ∑ ν:µ<ν p abss x,µν + ∑ ρ:µ>ρ p sabs x−ρ,ρ µ and N abcd x,µ = ∑ ν:µ<ν p ssba x−ν,µν + ∑ ρ:µ>ρ p assb x,ρ µ , where the label s stands for the independent summation of the color indices replaced by it, e.g., p abss x,µν = ∑ 2 c,d=1 p abcd x,µν . In order to compute the remaining integrals over the gauge links in the last line of (2.3), we choose an explicit parametrization of the SU(2) link variables
The corresponding Haar measure reads dU x,µ = (2π 2 ) −1 dθ x,µ sin θ x,µ cos θ x,µ dα x,µ dβ x,µ . All gauge integrals can now be computed in closed form and one finds for the partition sum, where W β [p] is the weight factor collecting the coefficients of the Taylor expansion (the term inside the square brackets in (2.3)). Evaluating the gauge link integrals in (2.3) gives additional weight factors W H [p] from integrating the θ x,µ , which are related to beta-functions (see [5] for their explicit form). Both, W β [p] and W H [p] are real and positive. However, note that the partition sum (2.5) also contains the explicit sign factor (−1) ∑ x,µ J 21
x,µ which origins from the minus sign in the 2,1 matrix element in the parametrization (2.4) of our SU(2) link variables. The two Kronecker deltas come from the integration over the phases α x,µ and β x,µ and give rise to two constraints on each link. These constraints link together components of the currents J ab x,µ defined as
The J ab x,µ sum over all cycle occupation numbers that contribute to the flux from color a on site x to color b on site x +μ. In lhs. plot of Fig. 2 we show four of the plaquettes attached to the link (x, µ) and illustrate how they contribute to J 12
x,µ as an example. On the link (x, µ) the flux from color 1 to 2 is kept fixed and represented with solid arrows. For every plaquette attached to the link this flux gets contributions from four different cycle occupation numbers, which are summed over in the definition (2.6), and illustrated with dotted lines. Thus J ab x,µ is the total flux from color a on site x to color b on site x +μ.
With this interpretation of the J ab x,µ it is now clear how to interpret the constraints given by the two Kronecker deltas in (2.5): For every link of the lattice, the fluxes on the two color layers have to be equal, and the fluxes between the two layers have to match, as represented in the rhs. plot of Fig. 2 . Moreover, the constraints allow for a simple interpretation of the sign factor: Since by the constraints the J 21
x,µ flux equals the J 12 x,µ flux, configurations that have an odd number of flux crossings contribute to the partition function with a negative sign. In its dual form (2.5) the partition function is a sum over configurations of cycle occupation numbers p abcd x,µν ∈ N 0 attached to the plaquettes (x, µ < ν). At each link (x, µ) the p abcd x,µν have to obey constraints which are expressed in terms of the two Kronecker deltas that relate components of the fluxes J ab x,µ at each link. It is easy to see that a large class of admissible dual pure gauge configurations are closed surfaces made of cycle occupation numbers such that at each link the fluxes compensate to 0, or are such that nontrivial 1-2 fluxes cancel with 2-1 fluxes and 1-1 fluxes with 2-2 fluxes. The latter possibility also allows for non-orientable surfaces that are absent in the case of U(1) gauge fields. All these surface configurations have positive signs.
However, configurations with negative sign are not excluded completely by the constraints. We were able [5] to construct such configurations by stacks of 4 occupied ACCs on a single plaquette, i.e., these configurations appear at O(β 4 ). So far we did not find any other genuine configurations with negative sign that could not be decomposed into factors with the negative sign 4-stacks among them. This local nature of the negative sign contributions hints at a possible resummation.
The ACC construction for SU(3)
For SU(3), we follow the same procedure as in SU (2) . Starting from the Wilson action:
we explicitly write the trace and matrix multiplications as color sums, As in the SU(2) case we refer to the products of link matrix elements as ACCs. Note that for SU (3) we explicitly have an ACC and its complex conjugate, while in SU (2) there is no such pairing due to the pseudo-reality of SU (2). Again we write the Boltzmann factor e −S G [U] as a product over plaquette coordinates (x, µ < ν) and color indices (a, b, c, d) and for each combination of indices obtain two Boltzmann factors for the ACC and its complex conjugate. Both are expanded, giving rise to two sets of expansion indices n abcd x,µν ∈ N 0 andn abcd x,µν ∈ N 0 . After reorganizing the products over link matrix elements we find the representation that corresponds to (2.3) in the SU(2) case, For integrating out the SU(3) gauge links U x,µ we choose the parametrization [6] : 
In the following, it will prove convenient to perform the change of variables: The geometrical interpretation of the J ab x,µ is the same as for SU (2), i.e., they represent the total flux from color a on site x to color b on site x +μ, where now the color indices can be 1, 2 or 3.
To obtain the final result for the partition sum we substitute the parametrization (3.6) and the Haar measure in (3.3) . An additional step is still required in order to be able to perform the Haar measure integration, because some of the elements U ab x,µ of the matrix (3. x,µ and m ab x,µ . For the sums and differences of these we use the shorthand notation j ab x,µ = m ab x,µ − m ab x,µ , s ab x,µ = m ab x,µ + m ab x,µ . Inserting the matrix elements from (3.6) and performing the gauge field integration one finds
The partition function is a sum over configurations of the cycle occupation numbers p abcd x,µν ∈ Z and the dual variables l abcd x,µν ∈ N 0 , m abcd x,µν and m abcd x,µν . Each configuration comes with the real and positive weight factors W β [p, l] and W H [p, l, m, m] which collect the coefficients of the Taylor expansion and the combinatorial factors from the Haar measure integral. Again we find a sign factor (−1) ∑ x,µ J 12
x,µ , which comes from the explicit minus signs in (3.6). The p abcd x,µν have to obey constraints which are expressed in terms of the four Kronecker deltas in (3.11) that relate components of the fluxes J ab x,µ at each link. The geometrical interpretation of the constraints is illustrated in Fig. 3 using a straightforward generalization of the SU(2) graphical representation. (x, µ) . The constraints in the top row imply that the flux out of a color has to equal the flux into that color. The bottom row of constraints governs the exchange of flux between two colors. In the absence of exchange all three colors must have the same flux. Note that the diagrams are overcomplete and only four of them are independent, corresponding to the four constraints in (3.11).
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have presented a new method for finding a dual representation for non-abelian lattice gauge theories, based on strong coupling expansion. The key ingredient for the success of the dualization is a decomposition of the gauge action in terms of abelian color cycles (ACC) which are loops in color space around plaquettes. The ACCs are abelian in nature, i.e., they commute, and the dualization proceeds as in the abelian case. The link integration can be performed explicitly and all expansion coefficients are known in closed form -they are simple combinatorial factors.
For the case of SU (2), in [5] we presented an extension of the dualization with ACCs by including staggered fermions. A remarkable fact is that in the leading terms of the coupled hopping/strong coupling expansion the minus signs cancel such that in this limit also a dual simulation is possible without the aforementioned resummation. The exploratory results presented here for SU(3) aim at a first assessment of the structure of constraints to be expected for that group.
An interesting open question is whether the dualization strategy based on ACCs allows for a full dualization in the sense that new gauge fields are introduced on the dual lattice such that the constraints are automatically fulfilled. While for U(1) lattice field theory such a dualization is well known (see, e.g., the review [7] ), the non-abelian case is less understood. Maybe the ACC strategy, which is patterned after the abelian approach, leads to progress towards such a full dualization.
